
Protecting your documents 

 

Hello everyone Amy Holem here to bring to you new ways, of helping you and the community out.  I 

have my website up and running at Https://www.aimeesaudios.com. This website contains great 

information on the about me page and how I work on forensic analysis. If you subscribe for $15.00  a 

year subscription this goes to my patent that I am creating to live stream criminals, hackers, and 

stalkers. https://www.gofundme.com/f/patent-live-stream-criminals-hackers-stalkers.  Or you can 

donate for equipment and software https://www.gofundme.com/f/computer-forensics.  This will help 

me build the V2k, and Networking system.  

There are specific ways to prove that a video has been altered, doctored, or have been distorted. In law 

enforcement for evidence they must validate all the evidence before it is submitted to a court. 

Technically by law they have 30 days to prove their case and hand over a disclosure. If they do not 

follow the law the court case can be dropped after that 30-day mark. 30 days is a valid time frame for 

any officer to submit their evidence against the individual, otherwise it could be considered tampering 

with evidence. These are just some aspects of laws that all people within the community need to be 

aware of.  

As for protecting your documents, audios, videos, photos, or the crime that is being committed. There 

are simple factors that you need to document to gain that evidence level and meet standardization. For 

instance, proving weapon attacks.  

The First step is to measure out the distance of the attacks. Dr.’s along with law enforcement love to 

say, “Those look like bug bites.” If you measure out all the attacks, there are known distances that prove 

they are not bug bites. As you can see from Fig 1. Below you can see the marks are at the 2-inch mark, 6-

inch mark and 7-inch mark. Each mark is 2-6=4 inches apart and 6-7=1 inch apart.  

 

 

Figure 1. Measuring Weapons on Left Arm Past the Wrist (Amy Holem).  

 

https://www.aimeesaudios.com/
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These weapons are attacked through the nervous system of the body, from the brain signals to the 

nervous system. Those brain signals can only function and maintain major control of the nervous 

system. Which is the wrist, elbow, knee, stomach, neck, eyes, lips, mouth, ankle, and the foot. All of this 

information I already have released with the proper documents and patents within the research that I 

presented to the United Nations. You can view a copy of the report at https://www.aimeesaudios.com 

in the about me section, and what I can do and prove through the use of Audio Forensic Analysis. All the 

patents on the website, I can verify with audio evidence that I have collected doing the forensic analysis.  

The next course of action is to align all the photo’s next to a diagram of the nervous system.  

 

Figure 2.  

Diagrams can prove evidence in court because it has already been accepted through scientific research.  

Notice how figure 1 photo aligns with the superfacial radial nerve.  This can prove that there is a brain 

and nervous system correlation.  

There are three standard ways that law enforcement measure items.  

1) Pen- they take a photo with the pen next to the object for size. This is really not the proper way 

to take photos and should only be used as a last resort for a person without the proper 

equipment.  

 

https://www.aimeesaudios.com/


2) Dollar Bill-Using a dollar bill is standard and better than a pen. A bill is always 6 inches long and 

can be used to measure the height because it is standardized.  

 

3) Measuring tape-Use a ruler or measuring tape, this is the best for all pictures shows length, 

width, and height.  

 

Using those 3 methods are the only true way to get a measurement of the attacks.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The third and final step of proving the weapons of the attacks is to take pictures of common bug types 

within your area, region, and state.  

For example, in Illinois they have mosquitos, bed bugs, ants, spiders etc.    Florida has 11 different kinds 

of cockroaches, mosquitos, and fire ants. You as a victim should know what common bugs and bugs 

bites that people get on average, if not google it. Spiders as well, this is research on your part, and you 

must do your own research to prove your case.  

All together they will not match the look, size, and distance of each of the attack. Bugs are not that 

smart and bite once or in a clutter, depending if you walked into an ant hill.  

https://www.healthline.com/health/bug-bites. Here is a great link for basic bug types.  

   

https://www.healthline.com/health/bug-bites


   

Top Left- Bed bugs, flea, lice              Top Center- Mosquito                    Top Right-Fire Ants 

Bottom Left- Tick                                  Bottom Center- Bed bugs             Bottom Right- Chiggers 

 

This is the only way to prove to a Dr. or Law enforcement agency or department that they are not bug 

bites. 

 

One other aspect to protecting your files and documents that law enforcement use but do not tell 

anyone is using a hashing tool to protect your documents.  

https://quickhash-gui.org. Here is a link to one of the software that you can use to quick hash your 

documents. This adds an encryption tag that can be validated through a hash validator. If the tags are 

different then the file has been, altered, destroyed, modified, or doctored.  

 

 

There are only two settings that you should use, and that is MD5 or SHA-1. These are the only forms that 

are being used in investigations today. There are specific reasons for that, but not necessary to know.  

All you do is drag and drop all the files into the text hashing area and they are all hashed.  

 

This is very important for court purposes and law enforcement agents can validate the hash for you, will 

they absoluetly not, remember they do not help victims only report the crime. If you need to prove 

something has been tampered with you have to do that yourself. And you can as well. By comparing the 

files from the original hash to the new hash.  

https://quickhash-gui.org/


The criminals may known that you are using such an tool, but they cannot alter the effects because it is 

all enrcypted hashes. This will stop them from tampering with your evidence.  

That’s it for now, Remember you can always support and donate to my go fund me and find other valid 

information and techniques on my website page. Https://aimeesaudios.com  

Thank you all and stay safe. 
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